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Q. When did- karma begin ?
Ans. The question shows a misconception of the very
nature of Karma. A general law of nature cannot be
said to have either a beginning or an ending. Wherever
there is any manifestation, any universe, any world, there
general laws are also present, inherent in the very nature
of things. Hence Karma, being a general law, is eternal;
it is a perpetual condition of existence in matter, neither
beginning nor ending.  Where there is matter, eternity
can only reflect itself as endless succession, and hence
matter is said to be the <( cause of the generation of
causes and effects ".
If the form of the question be modified and it be
asked : " When did the karma of a particular creature
begin ? " then the answer is : " At the time the particular
creature came into existence." When the eternal Spirit
takes to himself a garment of matter, he steps into condi-
tions in which Karma is perpetually working. His stepping
into the conditions begins his particular karma. At first
it is the karma of the mineral, i.e., the play upon him of
surrounding force and matter, and the reaction from him on
his surroundings. These, actions and reactions weave the
links of his karma, and the chain draws him into one or
another type of the vegetable kingdom. There his reaction
is more complex, and the complicated web of karma
ultimately lifts him into some animal type. In that king-
dom his increasing sentiency enters into karmic causes,
and pains inflicted by him react as pains on him. The
feeling of pain is due to the evolution in him of the power
to feel; the law is the same, it is still action and reaction,
but whereas in the mineral these were unaccompanied by
feeling, in the animal feeling results in pleasure and pain.
With the development of reason another strand is added
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